Secondary Student iBook Contract

• Swapping, reconfiguring, or tampering with hardware or software may result in disciplinary action. This includes, but is not limited to, the following:
  • altering, or removing any software setting or hardware component
  • adding, or deleting any applications or setups
  • adding or changing passwords, or other lockout devices
  • deliberately damaging any equipment such as removing keys or defacing hardware.

• To avoid viruses, any disks or files brought from home and/or off campus will be subjected to a virus check prior to being viewed on the school’s equipment.

• Manatee County’s Internet Policies will be strictly enforced when accessing the Internet. Students who circumvent the filtering process will be in violation. Violation of these polices may result in denial of Internet use at school and/or disciplinary action.

• No stickers or permanent markers are to be used on the cover or inside on the keyboards.

• No offensive images can be placed in or on the computer, including in the software such as in iPhoto or on the desktop.

• Students are expected to take proper care of the iBook and any school-issued bag. A pattern of careless behavior will have consequences.

I have read these rules, and I agree to abide by these rules.

___________________________________________
Name – Please Print

___________________________________________
Signature

___________________________________________
Date